Reminder! Free FANGORIA LA screening of “QUARANTINE 2” tonight
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FANGORIA will host a free screening of the new infection thriller QUARANTINE 2: TERMINAL
tonight at Los Angeles’ Silent Movie Theater (611 North Fairfax Avenue; [323] 655-2510). The
show starts at 7:30 p.m. and will be hosted by writer/director John Pogue (scripter of THE
SKULLS and GHOST SHIP), who will participate in a Q&A after the screening. Stars Mercedes
Masohn and Bre Blair, cinematographer Matt Irving and FX artist Robert Hall will also be
attending. See below the jump for more details on the Fango premiere.

Fango’s QUARANTINE 2 screening will be a free show; to obtain tickets, send an e-mail to
fangoriascreening@gmail.com. You must list “QUARANTINE 2” as your subject line. Offer is
good for you and one guest. Plus tell us your full name and whether you want to be added to
the FANGORIA newsletter list so we can inform you about future Fango screenings and events.
Names will be checked at the door. Offer is first come, first served, and we will confirm your
RSVP. Seating is not guaranteed, however, so arrive early. This advance preview is sponsored
by the Samuel Goldwyn Company, who open the sequel in theaters June 17.

In 2008’s QUARANTINE, an apartment building in Los Angeles was quarantined by the CDC
(Center for Disease Control), trapping the frightened residents inside as a deadly mutant virus
turned the residents into rabid killers. QUARANTINE 2: TERMINAL picks up later that night at
LAX, as passengers board a flight to Nashville. When a passenger becomes violently ill with a
mysterious rabies-like virus, the plane makes an emergency landing at a large metropolitan
airport. Jenny (Masohn, CBS’s THREE RIVERS), a heroic yet inexperienced flight attendant,
takes charge of the safety of her passengers. Relieved when a swarm of heavily equipped
emergency vehicles, police units and the CDC arrive, Jenny and the passengers soon discover
that they have been quarantined and are now trapped. Desperate to escape, Jenny enlists the
help of one of the surviving passengers, a kindergarten teacher, Henry (Josh Cooke of I LOVE
YOU MAN), to devise a plan to survive.

You can see the QUARANTINE 2 trailer in our previous item here . See you tonight!
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